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One of the key benefits of LINSIG
has always been its ability to allow
engineers to model junctions in a

way which closely follows the behav-
iour of real signal control equipment.
This means that initial junction designs
are realistic and fully include any re-
quirements and constraints imposed by
the signal equipment which will even-
tually operate the junction. The new
version, LINSIG V2, retains this core
ability but extends the software into
new areas such as modelling small net-
works which previously had to be car-
ried out using alternative software in-
curring the expense, delay and poten-
tial for error of transferring data
between software packages.

Although LINSIG V2 includes a long
list of improvements the key improve-
ments include:

• A new traffic model based on cyclic
flow profiles which can model suc-
cessive stop lines allowing coordina-
tion of adjacent junctions to be accu-
rately modelled. This allows LINSIG
to model small networks of traffic
signal junctions.

• An improved right-turn model allow-
ing easier modelling of a number of
blocked right turn scenarios.

• An extended signal controller model
which can now simultaneously run
multiple independent stage streams. 

• A phase based design system which

allows signal sequences to be built up
using phases rather than stages possi-
bly achieving a more efficient signal
sequence.

• An enhanced signal timings opti-
miser that will optimise practical re-
serve capacity or traffic delay for each
stage stream or for the network as a
whole.

• A new detailed traffic assignment sys-
tem allowing traffic flows to be speci-
fied using origin-destination matrices
and routing patterns.

• A new reporting and printing system
allowing detailed text and graphics
based reports to be produced in a
form that can readily be incorporated
within most word processor docu-
ments.

Traffic model improvements
New Traffic Model – LINSIG V2 uses a
new traffic model which is similar in
style to the type of model used in exist-
ing network models such as SATURN
and TRANSYT. A number of enhance-
ments unique to LINSIG have been de-
veloped to allow improved modelling
of opposed and blocking right turns.
The traffic model has been designed to
make similar assumptions and there-
fore produce similar results to other
models such as the Webster & Cobbe
based model used in LINSIG V1 and
the TRANSYT traffic model, where pos-
sible. This has the benefit of reducing
spurious differences in results when
using different software packages.

Network Modelling – As the new
LINSIG traffic model allows successive
stop lines to be modelled, LINSIG V2 is
able to model networks of junctions
rather than just a single junction as in
previous versions. The standard version
of LINSIG released earlier in 2006 can
model up to 3-4 junctions using inde-
pendent stage streams on a single signal
controller. A full network version of
LINSIG will be released in 2007 which
will model larger networks and include
additional network modelling tools.
The ability to combine detailed junc-
tion modelling and network modelling
in a single software package may elimi-
nate the need to develop separate LIN-
SIG and TRANSYT models for a scheme

with all the resource problems of main-
taining these models as the scheme
progresses.

Traffic signal model improvements
One of LINSIG’s unique features has al-
ways been its use of a detailed traffic
signal controller model similar to a UK
TR2210/TR2500 specification con-
troller. The new Version 2 of LINSIG
improves on the existing model by
adding a number of new features:

Multiple Stage Streams – The use of
multiple parallel stage streams is be-
coming more common in the design of
complex signal junctions. LINSIG can
now explicitly model multiple inde-
pendent stage streams on the same traf-
fic signal controller allowing the con-
troller design for the junction to be de-

veloped within the LINSIG model. This
is particularly useful for junctions such
as signal roundabouts which often re-
quire a number of stage streams.

Signal Plan Library – With the advent
of multiple stage streams the staging
designs which can be created in LINSIG
have the potential to be much more
complex than previously. To help man-
age different staging designs LINSIG
now includes a signal plan library
which can be used to build and store
complex signal plans for the network. 

Phase Based Design Editor – Signal se-
quences have traditionally been de-
fined by grouping phases into stages,
specifying a sequence of stages for each
signal stream, and then optimising
phase delays in each interstage period.
Although this method is easy and intu-
itive for simple junctions it is often in-
adequate for more complex junctions.
An alternative technique is to design
the signal sequence using phases and
phase intergreens alone. This is termed
phase based design and can lead to a
much more efficient signal sequence.
The LINSIG Phase Based Design Editor
allows a signal sequence to be designed
using phases alone. LINSIG will then
automatically identify stages and inter-
stage structures required to implement
this sequence on a controller. 

SCOOT Configuration Data Calcula-
tor – LINSIG models are often used as
part of the process of designing a junc-
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tion which will be run under the
SCOOT UTC system. The new SCOOT
Configuration Data Calculator provides
additional help with this process by
using the LINSIG controller model to
calculate a range of data needed when
configuring the SCOOT database. This
allows controller changes to be quickly
incorporated into SCOOT.

Traffic signal optimiser
LINSIG V2 includes a new traffic signal
optimiser which can automatically op-
timise traffic signal stage durations on
each stage stream and optimise offsets
between stage streams for either practi-
cal reserve capacity or traffic delay. It
can also optimise stage durations and
offsets over a range of cycle times with
graphing of the results. This assists

with the selection of cycle time by dis-
playing the sensitivity of network per-
formance to cycle time choice.

Traffic flow assignment
Traffic Flow Specification using Origin-
Destination Matrices and Detailed
Routing Patterns. In previous versions
of LINSIG, traffic flows were specified
separately for each link. As LINSIG V2
allows the modelling of larger net-
works with multiple successive stop
lines, the previous method would have
become increasingly tedious and error
prone to use and therefore a new more
detailed system of specifying traffic
flows has been developed. LINSIG V2
allows an origin-destination (OD) Ma-
trix to be entered for one or more junc-
tions, and traffic routes between ori-
gins and destinations to be built. Traf-
fic can then be allocated to routes
which are used to determine the flow
on Links at each junction. This new
method allows a highly detailed pic-
ture of traffic movements to be built up
which in turn allows the modelling of
platoons to be detailed and accurate,
with the minimum of complexity ex-
posed to the user.

Calculated Traffic Flow Groups – LIN-
SIG V2 uses traffic flow groups to repre-
sent different time periods or develop-
ment scenarios. Often a flow group is
calculated as a combination of several
other flow groups, for example, base

As LINSIG
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traffic plus development traffic. Previ-
ously in LINSIG, flow group combina-
tions had to be calculated manually
which could lead to substantial manual
recalculation if a flow group, on which
many others are dependent, changes.
To assist with this process, automati-
cally calculated flow groups have been
introduced. A new flow group can be
defined using a mathematical equation
to combine other flow groups. When a
base flow group is changed all depen-
dent flow groups are then automati-
cally recalculated.

User interface improvements
LINSIG V2 incorporates many user in-
terface improvements into LINSIG.
These include detailed graphical views,
the ability to easily zoom and pan

views, toolbars, customisable colours
and text sizes, a wider range of text dis-
play options, and customisable junc-
tion layout grids with snap-to-grid fa-
cilities. Although many of these
changes are minor in themselves, in
combination they significantly im-
prove the ease with which junctions
and networks can be edited.

Two more major editing improve-
ments are the new Error View and
multi-step undo. The Error View con-
stantly checks the LINSIG model for er-
rors or warnings, reporting any found
to the user. It acts as a central ‘To Do
checklist’ listing any parts of the model
which are incomplete or may require
further checking. The undo facility al-
lows any action taken in LINSIG V2 to
be reversed. Up to 100 previous steps
can be stepped through allowing ‘ex-
periments’ with the model to be easily
rolled back.

Reporting improvements
Report Generator – LINSIG V2 includes
a completely new report generator
which produces detailed printable re-
ports in a format compatible with most
modern word processors. The report
generator allows any number of cus-
tom report templates to be defined al-
lowing reports to be as detailed as de-
sired. The reports can contain tables
and also graphics based on LINSIG’s
graphical views. Reports can be quickly

re-run for different design scenarios al-
lowing design changes to be rapidly in-
corporated.

Graphics Export Facilities – Often the
graphical components of a LINSIG re-
port may need to be enhanced and sup-
plemented before being used for pre-
sentation. LINSIG V2 allows graphical
views to be exported to a number of for-
mats, including DXF CAD format, for
import into graphics and CAD software
for further editing. Graphics can also be
cut and pasted via the clipboard for
easy insertion into other software.

Conclusions
Version 2 of LINSIG introduces a num-
ber of new features as well as making a
range of improvements to existing fa-
cilities. The most significant new fea-

ture is the ability to model small net-
works of junctions in great detail. As
LINSIG is developed the size of net-
work which can be modelled will be in-
creased and further network modelling
tools added.

As with all good engineering soft-
ware it does not attempt to be a ‘black
box’ and do the engineer’s job, but aims
to provide tools which reduce the engi-
neers manual workload allowing them
to evaluate a wider range of designs in a
shorter time scale.
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